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Smile makeovers have become very popular as a person’s smile will always

make a first and lasting impression. The appearance of one’s smile not only
affects self esteem and self perception but it also may have an impact on
personal and professional success and happiness. Smile makeovers with
dental veneers are a great way to improve the appearance of your smile.

What are dental veneers?

What is the process?
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Who is a candidate for dental veneers?

the tooth surface, which is an amount nearly equal

Prior to any cosmetic dentistry, which includes

to the thickness of the veneer to be added to the

dental veneers, the teeth and supporting gum and

tooth surface. Next, your dentist will make a mod-

bone must be healthy. Your cosmetic dentist will
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Are there any disadvantages?

rays to fully diagnose the health of your mouth.

to prevent sensitivity.

The process to making veneers is usually irrevers-
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The final steps involve removing any excess cement, evaluating your bite and making any final
adjustments to the veneer as necessary.

There may be times when the tooth has suffered
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The color of the veneer can not be changed
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Dental veneers play a large role in cosmetic
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to permanently bond the veneer to your tooth.

and color with minimally invasive procedures.
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